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JOHN DE ROSIER’S VIEW

Home care we all
can rely upon
I

t is a fate that likely awaits all of us, or someone close to us: Do we choose
a nursing home or home health care? In New York state, home health
care has increasingly become the more desirable and less expensive choice
for many people. We see that trend only continuing.
So it’s troubling to find the home
it well.
health care industry in New York,
Which is why we have an addiwhich has been a godsend for thoutional concern. Gov. Andrew Cuosands of families over the years, at a
mo’s Medicaid Redesign Team has
critical crossroads.
mapped out major cuts in the state’s
This industry needs more attenfuture spending on home health
tion. It needs more appreciation for
care and Medicaid, a major source
its complexities. It needs sympathy
of financing for nursing homes,
from the state’s Medicaid Redesign
which face a rocky economic future.
Team. And for a thankfully small
The negotiations to develop that
portion of the agencies providing
plan excluded direct representation
home health care, more inspection
of the home health care industry as
and a little tougher enforcement
a whole. When the plan emerged,
of state regulations appear to be in
home care leaders across the state
order.
were stunned to learn that their
A recent report in the Times
Medicaid financing is earmarked
Union called atto be moved to a
tention to home
“managed care”
THE ISSUE:
health care. A
model from its
New York’s regulation of home current, mostly
review of inspechealth care is uneven, and
tion reports of 40
fee-for-service
its future course involves an
agencies with the
model.
untested model.
greatest volume
What does that
of deficiencies
mean? Managed
THE STAKES:
and repeat deficare is the buzz
It’s essential that home health term for insurance
ciencies in recent
care be safe and of high quality company-conyears revealed
as its use grows.
that during a
trolled spending
period of great
built on a budget.
growth in patient
When the budnumbers and
get runs out, in
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Medicaid spend- or at http://blogs.timesunion.com/opinion theory, the care
ing on home
stops.
health care,
That model
the ranks of state inspectors have
has brought savings, sometimes paindecreased. And despite some scary
fully, to many areas of medical care.
incidents involving several providBut with home care in New York —
ers, never has the state suspended or
some of the best available nationwide
revoked a home health care agency’s
— it could be a dangerous experilicense.
ment. Industry leaders say there’s no
Calling it a crisis, as our headline
real experience to prove how it can
did, may have been too harsh for a
work. While in a nursing home or a
relatively small portion of a statewide hospital, staff is available, and there
enterprise involving many providers. are options and flexibility for care,
But it must become a major concern. the home care patient is frequently
The state’s health department should alone, vulnerable and helpless. Are
stop downsizing its staff devoted to
insurance companies the right choice
home care monitoring and reinvigo- to “manage” that care? And is it
rate that staff. And when death or
smart to force a new model on an
serious negligence is at the root of
entire industry before trying it on a
an incident, enforcement tougher
limited scale first?
than relatively small fines is required.
Mr. Cuomo’s MRT plans are
Above all, this industry requires
not final. They hinge on receiving
robust communication between the
a federal waiver that would allow
worker in the field and the doctors
Medicaid dollars for home care and
or nurses in the home office.
other care to shift to a managed care
That said, we owe words of tribute model. The governor should use this
to the thousands of home health care time to think this approach through
workers who toil across our state
more carefully. And citizens should
every day, often for very little money. be watching the choices that are
The vast ranks of these health
being made that will directly affect
workers are performing an all-toowhat may well be their own future
thankless task of humanity and doing care.

VIEWPOINT

Yale’s lesson in freedom
By Alexandra Evans
Last week, Human Rights Watch
slammed Yale University’s administration
for “betraying the spirit of the university
as a center of open debate and protest by
giving away the rights of its students.”
At issue was Yale’s agreement to
enforce Singapore’s restrictive laws on
freedom of expression, association and
peaceful assembly on its new jointventure with the National University of
Singapore — the first new college to bear
Yale’s name in three centuries.
The Yale-NUS college’s new president,
Pericles Lewis, has repeatedly defended
the decision, arguing that students “are
going to be totally free to express their
views” before admitting the campus
“won’t have partisan politics or be forming political parties on campus.”
Unsurprisingly, Yale students and faculty (whose 22 registered student political
organizations will be barred from founding sister organizations on the NUS-Yale
campus) were less than reassured.

Already riled by accusations last spring
that special confidentiality arrangements
for Gen. Stanley MacCrystal’s class were
a violation of intellectual freedom, student newspapers have openly mocked the
administration’s decision while professors have organized protests warning the
restrictions limit academic freedom and
negatively influence faculty hiring and
research programs.
Phil Robertson, deputy Asia director
at Human Rights Watch, agreed, calling
Singapore’s laws restricting political
groups and demonstrations “draconian”
before warning, “Yale may find that many
of the freedoms taken for granted over
its 300-year history are against the law in
Singapore.
If it truly values those freedoms, and
expects its students to, it will need to fight
for them.”
Something for U.S. universities to keep
in mind as more and more expand into
international campuses.
▶ Evans writes for Foreign Policy.
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A reason not
to re-elect Obama
President Barack Obama
recently made remarks to the
effect that individuals didn’t
build their businesses on their
own, that they are a collective
effort. He cited as examples
the teacher who inspired
the businessman or the road
crew who built the roads the
businessman drives on.
Apparently, the President
is unable to tell the difference
between influence and effort.
The road-builder can influence where and how we drive,
the teacher can influence
what and how we learn, but
does this mean they deserve
credits for the success of the
businessman who sat in the
classroom and drove on those
roads?
Did the teacher scrimp,
save and mortgage to get the
money necessary to open
a business? Did the roadbuilder work 90-hour weeks
to get the business up and
running? Did they come up
with the business plan and
product? Did they invest
their time and money in the
business with no guarantee of
success? Did they put in any
of the work or assume any of
the risk required for starting a
business?
No. The individual businessman did. It was his neck
on the line, thus he is the
one rightfully entitled to the
profit/credit. If the businessman’s profit is taken by a
government that believes it
is justified in giving it away
to others then there is no
incentive for the businessman to work and struggle.
No businessmen willing to
take a risk means no business,
which means no products that
we need to live a good life
and no jobs by which we can
acquire wealth. It means no
innovation because there’s no
profit in it thus no reason to
do the necessary research and
testing.
We’ve seen the results of
this before in the socialist
nations of the 20th century. They removed property
rights from the equation, and
the result was deprivation,
poverty and death.
That a president doesn’t
appear to realize the connection between risk and reward
and buys into the failed
socialist notions of collective
economics is truly scary. All

the more reason to send him
packing in November.
DAVID WELCH

Scotia

No conflict
at ethics group
Your editorial “Ethics chair,
ethics problem,” July 19,
regarding the Joint Commission on Public Ethics
is a misguided attempt to
manufacture a conflict where
none exists. Yes, appearances
count. Here, however, any
suggestion of even an appearance of a conflict of interest
that would call for JCOPE
Chairwoman Janet DiFiore’s
resignation from the District
Attorneys Association of the
State of New York reflects a
misunderstanding of the facts
and the law.
First, there is no law, rule,
regulation, policy or code of
conduct that requires Ms.
DiFiore’s resignation as either
the president or a member
of DAASNY or even suggests that her resignation is
appropriate. Recognizing
that all commissioners serve
in a part-time capacity and
have professional lives that
extend beyond the commission, JCOPE’s rules and
regulations call for the recusal
of a commissioner from matters in which an actual or
perceived conflict of interest
may exist.
Second, Commissioner
Ravi Batra’s decision to resign
as a member of the New
York State Trial Lawyers
Association was not necessary
or required by any law, rule
or regulation. Whatever his
reasons may have been, one
thing is certain: His resignation from that group does not
have any bearing on his, or
any commissioner’s, participation in other organizations.
Third, the editorial’s suggestion that Ms. DiFiore, as
a member of DAASNY, is
engaged in lobbying activities
ignores the language of the
Lobbying Act. The statute
specifically excludes from the

definition of
lobbyist any
public official
discharging
her official
duties. But
even if a
commissioner is a member of an
organization
that engages in lobbying, that
commissioner is not — and
should not be — required to
resign from the organization.
The commission’s recusal
rules cover such situations.
Certainly, the commission
is deserving of scrutiny by the
press and others. The editorial, though, seems to have
gone out of its way to cast
doubt on the integrity of the
commission when there is no
basis to do so.
As the commission pursues
its mission to help restore
the public trust in government and provide the public
with meaningful information
about efforts to influence
governmental decision making, it will continue to hold
itself to the highest ethical
standards.
ELLEN N. BIBEN

Executive Director, JCOPE
Albany

Human nature
in Obama’s favor
If you buy into the Democrat belief system, you believe
the government is your benefactor. If you buy into the
Republican belief system, you
believe you are responsible
for your well-being. Republicans, like Democrats, believe
in corporate welfare; GE
being the ultimate welfare
recipient.
My question to the nearly
half of American households
on the dole in some form: Do
you want to govern your life,
i.e. vote for Mitt Romney, or
do you want the government
to govern your life, i.e. a vote
for Barack Obama?
The answer to this question is the ultimate poll for
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election results this year.
Human nature would seem to
indicate Obama has the edge.
EDMOND DAY

Rotterdam

Dyson’s energy
will be missed
With the seemingly evergrowing more toxic political
environment making it harder
to retain and attract highquality people to government,
it is worth reflecting on the
beneficial impact a true public
servant can have.
A superb example, with
four decades of wide-ranging
service, is John Dyson. Mr.
Dyson recently announced
he is resigning as vice chairman of the New York Power
Authority, which he also
chaired from 1979-85. He
has worked for Democrats
and Republicans — including
former New York City Mayor
Rudolph Giuliani, former
Gov. Mario Cuomo and current Gov. Andrew Cuomo.
As New York’s commissioner of commerce from
1975-79, Mr. Dyson oversaw the “I Love New York”
campaign, when the state’s
economy and spirit were
far worse off than today.
The daring, innovative and
important campaign created
more than 100,000 jobs and
brought the collective spring
back in New York’s step.
As chairman of Giuliani’s
Council of Economic Advisers, he played an important
role in helping the city stabilize after Sept. 11.
Mr. Dyson has worked on
challenging issues so that our
energy infrastructure will
ensure economic growth and
prosperity. He realizes we
must make major investments
in energy infrastructure and
operate facilities in a worldclass, top-notch manner,
while avoiding petty, not-inmy-backyard disputes that
can imperil electric reliability.
Mr. Dyson also is a successful businessman, longtime
Cornell University trustee
and a Bronze Star recipient
for heroic service in Vietnam.
For his steadfast service, we
all owe him a big thank-you.
ARTHUR “JERRY” KREMER

Chairman, New York Affordable Reliable Electricity
Alliance
New York
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